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Proteoform Analysis and Construction of Proteoform Families in 
Proteoform Suite

Leah V Schaffer1, Michael R Shortreed1, Lloyd M Smith2

1Department of Chemistry, University of Wisconsin-Madison, Madison, WI, USA.

2Department of Chemistry, University of Wisconsin-Madison, Madison, WI, USA.

Abstract

Proteoform Suite is an interactive software program for the identification and quantification 

of intact proteoforms from mass spectrometry data. Proteoform Suite identifies proteoforms 

observed by intact-mass (MS1) analysis. In intact-mass analysis, unfragmented experimental 

proteoforms are compared to a database of known proteoform sequences and to one another, 

searching for mass differences corresponding to well-known post-translational modifications or 

amino acids. Intact-mass analysis enables proteoforms observed in the MS1 data without MS/MS 

(MS2) fragmentation to be identified. Proteoform Suite further facilitates the construction and 

visualization of proteoform families, which are the sets of proteoforms derived from individual 

genes. Bottom-up peptide identifications and top-down (MS2) proteoform identifications can be 

integrated into the Proteoform Suite analysis to increase the sensitivity and accuracy of the 

analysis. Proteoform Suite is open source and freely available at https://github.com/smith-chem-

wisc/proteoform-suite.

Keywords
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1. Introduction

Much of the biological complexity in cells is due to variations at the protein level. 

Proteoforms are the different forms of a protein that arise due to biological processes in the 

cell, such as alternative splicing, amino acid variation and post-translational modifications 

(PTMs).[1] The set of proteoforms derived from the same gene is a proteoform family.[2] 

Proteoform identification is typically performed by top-down mass spectrometry, where 

intact proteins are analyzed by liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/

MS), which includes by definition fragmentation of the precursor.[3–5] However, due to 

sensitivity limitations, many proteoforms observed at the MS1-level are either not selected 

for MS2 fragmentation or do not have high enough quality MS2 fragmentation data for 

proteoform identification.
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We developed the software program Proteoform Suite (https://github.com/smith-chem-wisc/

proteoform-suite) to construct proteoform families and identify proteoforms based on 

analysis of MS1-level intact-mass data.[6] A list of unique experimental proteoforms from a 

sample is generated by aggregating results from top-down MS/MS search results (identified 

proteoforms) and/or MS1 deconvolution results (observed but unidentified proteoforms).

[7] Aggregated experimental proteoform masses are compared to both a database of 

theoretical proteoform masses (experiment-theoretical comparisons) and to one another 

(experiment-experiment comparisons) by Proteoform Suite. Proteoform families are then 

constructed by grouping together experimental and theoretical proteoforms with mass 

differences corresponding to known PTMs and amino acids. In each proteoform family, 

the experiment-theoretical and experiment-experiment comparisons are used to identify 

additional experimental proteoforms by intact-mass. Proteoform families are visualized as 

a network of nodes (proteoform masses) and edges (mass differences corresponding to 

modifications or amino acid differences) using the software program Cytoscape.[8,9]

This chapter describes the workflow used to perform intact-mass analysis and construct 

proteoform families in Proteoform Suite. We first describe pre-processing steps performed 

on the raw mass spectrometry files to generate results for Proteoform Suite input. We then 

describe how to perform intact-mass analysis in Proteoform Suite and the visualization of 

proteoform families. Finally, we discuss remaining challenges in intact-mass analysis and 

caveats to be aware of when using Proteoform Suite.

Proteoform analysis in Proteoform Suite requires mass spectrometry data from an intact 

protein sample. This may include intact only data (MS1) or tandem MS/MS data, which 

contains both MS1 and MS2 spectra. See previous work for information on sample 

preparation, fractionation, and mass spectrometry settings.[10,11] To observe a greater 

number of proteoforms at the MS1-level, we recommend acquisition of both MS1-only 

and tandem MS/MS from the sample.

A release of Proteoform Suite can be downloaded from https://github.com/smith-chem-wisc/

proteoform-suite. At least 8 GB of RAM is recommended, with more required for larger 

human databases. A 64-bit operating system should be utilized with .NET Core 3.1 installed. 

Release version 0.4.0 contains a user manual with detailed descriptions of the parameters 

and results on each page of Proteoform Suite.

2. Data Preprocessing

A typical Proteoform Suite analysis requires MS1 deconvolution results, top-down search 

results, and a protein database (Figure 1). The Proteoform Suite graphical user interface 

(GUI) opens on the Load Results page (Figure 2). On this page, results are loaded in for the 

analyses performed on subsequent pages (select Standard under Choose Analysis, labeled 1 

in Figure 2). If necessary, this page can also be used to generate deconvolution and top-down 

results and to calibrate results. Sections 2.1 – 2.5 describe how to obtain results to input on 

the Load Results page using either external software programs or other analysis options on 

the Load Results page.
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2.1 Deconvolution Results

Deconvolution results input into Proteoform Suite provide a list of observed experimental 

proteoform masses that are used for proteoform family construction and intact-mass 

identification of proteoforms (see Note 1). On the Load Results page under Standard 

analysis, set the drop-down menu (labeled 3 in Figure 2) to Deconvolution Results 

for Identification and add deconvolution results. There are three options to produce 

deconvolution results for Proteoform Suite:

1. Thermo Deconvolution 4.0 (see Thermo Fisher website for a quote and user 

guide). Run the Xtract algorithm for high resolution data, then open the result 

for each .raw file and export the results table. Save each file as an .xlsx in 

Microsoft Excel. The resulting .xlsx file is loaded under Deconvolution Results 

for Identification.

2. FLASHDeconv. FLASHDeconv is an ultrafast deconvolution algorithm 

developed by the OpenMS team for high resolution mass spectrometry data.

[12] On the Load Results page of Proteoform Suite, select FLASHDeconv 

Deconvolution under Choose Analysis (labeled 1 in Figure 2). Input .mzML 

spectra files into the table. Set the desired parameters under Set Parameters 

(labeled 2 in Figure 2). Click the Deconvolute button (labeled 4 in Figure 

2). For more advanced parameter options, a user can also externally run the 

command-line version of FLASHDeconv, available at https://www.openms.de/

comp/FLASHDeconv/. The resulting .tsv file is loaded under Deconvolution 

Results for Identification.

3. Results from any external deconvolution software can also be input. Create 

a three-column tab-separated .tsv or .txt file: monoisotopic mass, intensity, 

retention time. The resulting .tsv or .txt file is loaded under Deconvolution 

Results for Identification.

For proteoform quantification, there is the option to label the Biological Replicate, Fraction, 

Technical Replicate, and Condition for each file. To change one of these labels for a single 

file, click the appropriate cell in the table. To change the label for more than one file or cell, 

select the cells, right click, enter a label, click Okay.

2.2 Top-Down Results

Top-down results input into Proteoform Suite provide a list of proteoforms identified by 

MS/MS analysis. These results are useful for improving intact-mass analysis by identifying 

additional proteoform families and proteoforms that might not be identified by intact-mass 

alone. On the Load Results page under Standard analysis, set the drop-down menu (labeled 

3 in Figure 2) to Top-Down Hit Results and add top-down results. There are two options to 

produce top-down results for Proteoform Suite:

4. TDPortal. TDPortal is a high-throughput global proteome analysis software for 

top-down data[10] available through the National Resource for Translational 

and Developmental Proteomics. Request access to TDPortal at http://

nrtdp.northwestern.edu/tdportal-request/. Under the Reports tab in TDViewer, 
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export the Hit Report. The resulting .xlsx file is loaded under Top-Down Hit 

Results.

5. MetaMorpheus. MetaMorpheus is an MS/MS search software program for both 

bottom-up and top-down high-resolution MS data. On the Load Results page 

of Proteoform Suite, select MetaMorpheus Top-Down Search under Choose 

Analysis (labeled 1 in Figure 2). Set the desired parameters under Set Parameters 

(labeled 2 in Figure 2). Set the drop-down menu (labeled 3 in Figure 2) 

to Spectra Files and add .raw or .mzML files. Set the drop-down menu1 to 

Protein Databases and add an .xml or .fasta database. Click the MetaMorpheus 

Top-Down Search button (labeled 4 in Figure 2). For more advanced parameter 

options or to search bottom-up data, externally run the GUI or command 

line versions of MetaMorpheus available at https://github.com/smith-chem-wisc/

metamorpheus.The resulting AllPSMs.tsv file is loaded under Top-Down Hit 

Results.

2.3 Database

Download a protein database from UniProt (https://www.uniprot.org/proteomes/). Typically, 

only reviewed entries are employed but unreviewed entries can be included at the user’s 

discretion. A database from MetaMorpheus generated from a bottom-up search and the 

global post-translational modification discovery strategy (G-PTM-D) can also be utilized, 

as previously described.[13–15] On the Load Results page under Standard analysis, set the 

drop-down menu (labeled 3 in Figure 2) to Protein Databases and add at least one database. 

There are two options for protein databases:

1. .xml or .xml.gz: contains annotated PTM information and subsequences

2. .fasta: optionally including protein isoforms

2.4 Bottom-Up Results

Bottom-up results input into Proteoform Suite provide a list of peptides identified by 

MS/MS analysis. To run a bottom-up search, download a release of MetaMorpheus and 

run a bottom-up search (https://github.com/smith-chem-wisc/metamorpheus). On the Load 

Results page under Standard analysis, set the drop-down menu (labeled 3 in Figure 2) to 

MetaMorpheus Bottom-Up Unique Peptides, and add the AllPeptides.psmtsv generated by 

the MetaMorpheus bottom-up search.

2.5 Mass and Retention Time Calibration

Mass and retention time calibration is an optional pre-processing step that is recommended 

when performing intact-mass analysis with deconvolution results.[7] Mass and retention 

time across runs can be calibrated for deconvolution and top-down results to improve 

mass accuracy and correct run-to-run variation, respectively. Calibrated files are output in 

the same file location as the input files; the calibrated results files can then be loaded 

on the Load Results page under Deconvolution Results for Identification and Top-Down 

Hit Results in the Standard analysis. For more details on how to perform calibration in 

Proteoform Suite, please see the user manual in Proteoform Suite release version 0.4.0.
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3. Data Analysis

Proteoform Suite is an interactive software program for intact-mass analysis and proteoform 

family construction; each page is run in sequence, from left to right. To navigate to the 

next page, either click the right arrow in the top right of the GUI window or click the page 

tab name at the top of the GUI window. The user manual in release version 0.4.0 contains 

detailed information about each parameter and table column. The default parameters are set 

such that they will provide an acceptable starting point for most standard analyses.

1. Load Results. On this page, the user loads results files described in the Data 

Preprocessing section.

1. Select Standard under Choose Analysis (labeled 1 in Figure 2).

2. Under Load Data Using Drop Down Menu (labeled 3 in Figure 2), use 

the drop-down menu to select the result type to be loaded in (labeled 3 

in Figure 2). Then use the Add button or drag-and-drop to add files of 

the selected result type to the table.

3. Navigate to the Theoretical Proteoform Database page by clicking that 

page tab at the top of the GUI window or by clicking the right arrow at 

the top right of the GUI window.

2. Theoretical Proteoform Database. On this page, theoretical proteoforms are 

created using the file(s) input under Protein Databases on the Load Results 

page. The theoretical proteoform database includes theoretical proteoforms with 

combinations of annotated PTMs and subsequences. Theoretical proteoforms are 

used in the subsequent pages for identifying proteoforms by intact-mass analysis.

1. Set the parameters as necessary. Parameters to note are the Average 

Mass checkbox (check if deconvolution results are reported as average 

masses instead of monoisotopic masses), the Carbamidomethylation 

checkbox (check if sample was carbamidomethylated), and the Max 

Modifications per Proteoform (increase or decrease to generate 

theoretical proteoforms with combinations of more or fewer annotated 

PTMs). Higher values for Max Modifications per Proteoform will 

include more theoretical proteoforms in the database for potential 

identification (see Experiment-Theoretical comparison) but may also 

result in an increased false discovery rate for intact-mass identifications 

(see Note 2).

2. Click Run Page button at the top right of the GUI window.

3. The main table will fill with a list of the theoretical proteoforms.

3. Top-Down. On this page, top-down results are read from the file(s) input under 

Top-Down Hit Results on the Load Results page. A top-down hit is a proteoform 

spectral match. Top-down hits are loaded, and then hits are aggregated into 

unique top-down proteoforms using both identification information and retention 

time. After aggregation, the theoretical database is supplemented with top-down 
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proteoform identifications not already present in the database (i.e., those with 

unannotated PTMs, unannotated subsequences, amino acid variations, or with a 

greater number of PTMs than the Max Modifications per Proteoform number on 

the Theoretical Proteoform Database page).

1. Set the parameters as necessary. Parameters to note are the Min. 

C-Score (the minimum proteoform characterization score[16] for 

TDPortal results) and the Ret. Time Tolerance (retention time used for 

merging top-down hits of the same proteoform identification). Higher 

values for the minimum C-score will exclude less characterized and 

potentially false top-down hits but may also exclude uncharacterized 

but true top-down identifications.

2. Click Run Page button at the top right of the GUI window.

3. The main table will fill with a list of the top-down proteoforms. Click a 

top-down proteoform to fill the bottom box with the sequence and PTM 

information. If bottom-up results were provided on the Load Results 

page, the second table will fill with bottom-up peptides that correspond 

to the selected top-down proteoform.

4. Raw Experimental Components. On this page, raw experimental components are 

read from the file(s) loaded under Deconvolution Results for Identification on the 

Load Results page. A raw experimental component is an individual deconvoluted 

proteoform observation at the MS1-level, as reported in the deconvolution result 

file(s). Deconvolution artifacts include missed monoisotopic mass errors and 

charge state harmonics are corrected using the mass tolerance set on the page.

1. Set the parameters as necessary. Parameters to note are the cosine 

threshold between per-charge-intensities and fitted gaussian distribution 

and the cosine threshold between averagine and observed isotope 

pattern[12]. These parameters determine the thresholds for reported 

FLASHDeconv results to be included as raw experimental components. 

Higher values will exclude more raw experimental components 

that correspond to experimental artifacts but may also exclude raw 

experimental components that correspond to real observed experimental 

proteoforms.

2. Click the Run Page button at the top right of the GUI window.

3. The main table will fill with a list of raw experimental components. 

Click a raw experimental component to fill the bottom table with the 

observed charge state information.

5. Aggregated Proteoforms. On this page, experimental proteoforms are created by 

aggregating raw experimental components. These experimental proteoforms are 

analyzed and identified by intact-mass analysis and used to construct proteoform 

families. The Add Top-Down Proteoforms checkbox provides the option to 

supplement this list with top-down identified experimental proteoforms from the 

Top-Down page.
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1. Set the parameters as necessary. Parameters to note are the Mass 

Tolerance and Ret. Time Tolerance, which are used to determine the 

mass and retention time tolerances used to merge raw experimental 

components into an experimental proteoform. Additionally, the 

Minimum Required Observations setting can be used to determine 

the minimum number of biological and/or technical replicates an 

experimental proteoform must have been observed in (determined by 

the raw experimental component files input and optionally labeled 

on the Load Results page). Higher values will exclude more raw 

experimental components that correspond to experimental artifacts but 

may also exclude raw experimental components that correspond to real 

observed experimental proteoforms.

2. Click the Run Page button at the top right of the GUI window.

3. The main table will fill with a list of aggregated experimental 

proteoforms. Click an experimental proteoform to fill the bottom 

table with raw experimental components aggregated into the selected 

proteoform. If the selected proteoform is a top-down proteoform, the 

bottom table will fill with the top-down hits aggregated into the selected 

proteoform.

6. Experiment-Theoretical Comparison. On this page, masses of experimental 

proteoforms created on the Aggregated Proteoforms page are compared to 

masses of theoretical proteoforms created on the Theoretical Proteoforms page, 

generating a list of experiment-theoretical pairs. Each experiment-theoretical 

pair has a mass difference (delta mass) between the experimental proteoform 

and the theoretical proteoform in the pair; pairs are generated for mass 

differences corresponding to a known single modification or set of modifications. 

Proteoform Suite creates a histogram of the mass differences for all generated 

experiment-theoretical pairs and a corresponding list of delta mass peaks 

observed in the histogram. Each experiment-theoretical pair with a delta mass 

in a delta mass peak accepted by the user is utilized to construct proteoform 

families (see Proteoform Families below).

1. Set the parameters as necessary. There are several parameters of note 

on this page. The Peak Width Base determines the width of peaks when 

generating the delta mass histogram; a larger value will enable more 

experiment-theoretical pairs to be included in each peak but will also 

increase the false discovery rate of each peak. The checkbox Notch 

Search provides the option to perform a notch search.[17] If checked, 

a tolerance parameter will become visible, and experiment-theoretical 

pairs will only be generated if within tolerance from an accepted notch 

(corresponding to an exact match at 0 Da, a known PTM, a known PTM 

combination or an amino acid mass). The larger the tolerance, the more 

experiment-theoretical pairs that will be included at each notch, but also 

the false discovery rate will potentially be larger. The checkbox Add 
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Top-Down Theoreticals determines if theoretical proteoforms that were 

added to the database on the Top-Down page (not present in the original 

database) are included in the analysis.

2. Click the Run Page button at the top right of the GUI window.

3. The top right table will fill with all experiment-theoretical pairs. The 

bottom graph will display the delta mass histogram created from the 

experiment-theoretical pairs. The top left table will fill with the list of 

delta mass peaks from the histogram.

4. Browse the list of delta mass peaks (top left table). Accept peaks 

that have an acceptable false discovery rate and that correspond to 

common/likely modifications or amino acid differences (see Note 3). 

The Peak Threshold determines the minimum number of experiment-

theoretical pairs that must be grouped in a delta mass peak in order 

for it to be accepted. This value can be changed to accept/unaccept 

peaks, or individual peaks can be accepted/unaccepted by checking/

unchecking the accepted checkbox for the peak. Typically, only the 

delta mass peak closest to 0 Da (exact match experiment-theoretical 

pairs) is accepted. A higher number of accepted peaks results in more 

proteoform family connections and intact-mass identifications but also a 

larger false discovery rate.

7. Experiment-Experiment Comparisons. On this page, masses of experimental 

proteoforms created on the Aggregated Proteoforms page are compared to 

one another within a set retention time difference tolerance, generating a list 

of experiment-experiment pairs. Each experiment-experiment pair has a mass 

difference (delta mass) between the two experimental proteoforms in the pair. 

Proteoform Suite creates a histogram of the mass differences for all generated 

experiment-experiment pairs and a corresponding list of delta mass peaks 

observed in the histogram. Each experiment-experiment pair with a delta mass 

in a delta mass peak accepted by the user is utilized to construct proteoform 

families (see Proteoform Families below).

1. Set the parameters as necessary. There are several parameters of note 

on this page. The Peak Width Base determines the width of peaks when 

generating the delta mass histogram; a larger value will enable more 

experiment-experiment pairs to be included in each peak but will also 

increase the false discovery rate of each peak. The checkbox Notch 

Search provides the option to perform a notch search[17]. If checked, a 

tolerance parameter will become visible, and experiment-experiment 

pairs will only be generated if within tolerance from an accepted 

notch (corresponding to a known PTM or a known PTM set). Larger 

tolerance values result in more experiment-experiment pairs included 

at each notch, but also increase the false discovery rate. The Max 

Retention Time Difference determines the maximum allowed difference 

in retention time between two experimental proteoforms to be eligible 
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to form an experiment-experiment pair. Larger values result in more 

experiment-experiment pairs, but also increase the false discovery rate.

2. Click the Run Page button at the top right of the GUI window.

3. The top right table will fill with all experiment-experiment pairs. The 

bottom graph will display the delta mass histogram created from the 

experiment-experiment pairs. The top left table will fill with the list of 

delta mass peaks from the histogram.

4. Browse the list of delta mass peaks (top left table). Accept peaks that 

have an acceptable false discovery rate and that correspond to common/

likely modifications or amino acid differences (see Note 3). The Peak 

Threshold determines the minimum number of experiment-experiment 

pairs that must be grouped in a delta mass peak in order for it to 

be accepted. This value can be changed to accept/unaccept peaks, or 

individual peaks can be accepted/unaccepted by checking/unchecking 

the accepted checkbox for the peak. Typically, only the most abundant 

five to ten delta mass peaks corresponding to known and common 

PTMs and amino acid differences are accepted. A higher number of 

accepted peaks results in more proteoform family connections and 

intact-mass identifications but can also result in a larger false discovery 

rate.

8. Proteoform Families. On this page, accepted experiment-theoretical and 

experiment-experiment pairs are used to construct proteoform families. 

Experimental proteoforms are identified by intact-mass analysis; beginning with 

each theoretical proteoform in each family, connections between proteoforms 

are used to identify proteoforms first from experiment-theoretical pairs and 

then from subsequent experiment-experiment pairs. A false discovery rate 

is calculated for intact-mass identifications (see Note 4). A script for 

Cytoscape[8,9] can be exported to visualize proteoform families as a network 

of nodes (proteoforms) and edges (mass differences between proteoforms 

corresponding to modifications or amino acid differences).

1. Set the parameters as necessary. There are several parameters to 

note on this page. If the checkbox Only Assign Common/Known 

Mods is checked, a modification will only be considered for each 

proteoform identification if annotated for that protein in the theoretical 

database or if a common modification (e.g., acetylation, methylation, 

phosphorylation). The Use ppm tolerance checkbox can be checked to 

require a proteoform identification to be within a certain ppm mass 

error tolerance.

2. Click the Run Page button at the top right of the GUI window.

3. The main table will fill with a list of proteoform families. Click 

a row in the table and the bottom table will fill with either a list 
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of experimental proteoforms, theoretical proteoforms, or proteoform 

relations depending on which column is selected.

4. To build proteoform families on this page, click the Browse button 

on the right and select a file path. Set the visualization parameters as 

desired (top right of the screen). Select either Build All Families in 

Cytoscape (writes a script to visualize all proteoform families) or Build 

Selected Families in Cytoscape (writes a script to visualize proteoform 

families selected in the main table).

9. Results

1. Identified Proteoforms. Navigate to the Identified Proteoforms page 

to view all identified experimental proteoforms. This page displays 

two tables with intact-mass identifications (from deconvolution results 

and proteoform family construction) and top-down identifications (from 

input top-down results). If bottom-up results were provided on the Load 

Results page, click either an intact-mass or a top-down proteoform to 

fill the bottom table with bottom-up peptides that correspond to the 

selected proteoform identification.

2. Results Summary. Navigate to the Results Summary page to view a 

summary of results from Proteoform Suite. Select a file path for the 

Results Folder and click the Save All button. A summary of the results 

text file, a method .xml file for subsequent runs, Cytoscape scripts, and 

various results tables will export. See the user manual in Proteoform 

Suite release 0.4.0 for a list and description of exported results.

3. Visualize Proteoform Families. Scripts for Cytoscape are exported on 

either the Proteoform Families page or the Results Summary page. To 

visualize proteoform families in Cytoscape, install Cytoscape version 

3.5.0 at https://cytoscape.org. In Cytoscape, select Execute Command 

File under Tools, then select the cytoscape_script_timestamp.tsv file 

output by Proteoform Suite.

4. Notes

1. Intact-mass analysis is highly dependent on the quality of the results of 

deconvolution. Missed monoisotopic mass errors, where the reported mass is one 

or more isotopic units from the monoisotopic mass, are a challenging issue for 

intact-mass analysis. Additionally, artifactual masses reported by deconvolution 

also increase the false discovery rate. The user should do their best to ensure high 

quality MS1 data and deconvolution results.

2. It is important for the user to consider the database size when performing an 

intact-mass analysis. There is a tradeoff between expanding the database to 

include more PTM combinations and amino acid variants and limiting increases 

to the FDR. Typically, our studies have used two or three PTM combinations 

per theoretical proteoform; this is because proteoforms with more modifications 
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are able to be identified via the experiment-experiment comparisons if a 

less modified proteoform is also identified from the same proteoform family. 

Proteoforms that only exist in ultra-modified forms are thus best identified by 

top-down MS/MS analysis.

3. When accepting and unaccepting peaks in the experiment-theoretical and 

experiment-experiment comparisons, we have found it is best to be conservative 

and accept the most abundant peaks closest to the delta mass of known, common, 

and expected post-translational modifications. If a large number of high-FDR 

and high mass error experiment-theoretical and experiment-experiment peaks are 

employed, the effect will be an increase in FDR and proteoform families may 

be contaminated with incorrect proteoform members. At this time, less common 

modifications are better identified either through top-down MS/MS analysis or 

by using bottom-up analysis to add the modification to the protein sequence, 

enabling it to be included in the theoretical proteoform database and thus 

identifiable through an exact match in the experiment-theoretical comparison.

4. In intact-mass analysis with Proteoform Suite, a remaining challenge is 

identifying previously unidentified, observed proteoforms by intact-mass alone 

without exceeding a reasonable false discovery rate. Proteoform Suite calculates 

a global false discovery rate by performing decoy experiment-theoretical and 

experiment-experiment comparisons to construct decoy proteoform families, 

described in detail previously.[6,7] This globally calculated false discovery 

rate is dependent on a several aspects of the analysis, including the size of 

the theoretical database, the deconvolution results, the top-down results, and 

the settings utilized when performing the experiment-theoretical and experiment-

experiment comparisons.
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Figure 1. 
Overview of inputs and outputs for Proteoform Suite analysis.
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Figure 2. 
Load Results page in Proteoform Suite.
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